
Enabling scale and reliability 

for the future growth of Omni Wallet 

X

Omni Wallet is a mobile wallet with support for 25 networks, offering a broad range of features 
such as staking, swapping, lending, and yield vaults. Its UI is easy to navigate, and it includes a 
curated section of DeFi projects, DAOs, and the broadest NFT support (on more than 9 chains). 
With its innovative approach to web3 education, Omni Wallet is a unique and feature-rich solution.

Omni Wallet faced a challenge in finding the right RPC infrastructure solution that met its basic 
needs: high uptime and reliable RPC endpoints. Public endpoints were too limited and prone to 
downtime, making it impossible to scale with the increasing demand of the wallet. Omni 
needed an RPC provider it could trust with its large volumes of sensitive data.
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Omni chose Portal for its reliability, 99% uptime, 
competitive pricing, and broad network support 
that matched its own multichain focus. This 
opened up Omni's opportunities to integrate with 
new chains such as Gnosis and OKC.

Portal is Omni Wallet’s default RPC provider
In the early stages of this partnership, Portal became the primary RPC provider for 9 of Omni 
Wallet's supported chains. After seeing the improvements in latency and performance 
across these chains, Omni chose to make Portal the default RPC provider for the rest of the 
wallet's supported chains.

Driving adoption 
of Omni Wallet

Trust starts with reliabilty

For Omni’s CTO, Portal’s “latency times are 
excellent, and we’ve never seen downtime.” 
Portal enables virtually 99 % uptime 
for applications while offering a clear path 
for scaling.

Accelerate onboarding 

Portal goes the extra mile to offer 
personalized support for developers, being 
completely available to answer questions 
and help apps in times of need.

Are you building a next-
generation web3 wallet?

Sign up to our Portal to get your 
multichain RPC endpoints.

Looking to scale 
your dApp?

Schedule a call 
 quote here.
with our solution team for 

a dApp-custom

Multichain support

Unlocked doors to rapid support for cutting-edge 
EVM chains like Arbitrum, Optimism, OKC, among 
13+ chains. Portalt has the ability to spin up new 
chains and gaming subchains in a matter of days.

“We're thrilled to have found Portal as our partner in providing the best possible RPC 
infrastructure for our users. Their quick deployment of support for new chains allowed us to 

pivot faster and offer our users access to new opportunities in just a few hours instead of 
weeks. We're happy to have them as our primary RPC provider” - Alex Harley, CTO Omni Wallet

"At one point, we realized that we were in trouble with finding the right solution for our RPC 
infrastructure. The public endpoints we were using were not enough, and we couldn't scale to 

meet the demands of our users.” - Alex Harley, CTO Omni Wallet

https://www.portal.pokt.network?utm_medium=case-study&utm_source=docs&utm_campaign=sales-enablement&utm_content=wallet-omni&utm_term=sign-up-portal
https://meetings.hubspot.com/natalia-miranda-ibarra?utm_medium=case-study&utm_source=docs&utm_campaign=sales-enablement&utm_content=wallet-omni&utm_term=schedule-a-call
https://meetings.hubspot.com/natalia-miranda-ibarra?utm_medium=case-study&utm_source=docs&utm_campaign=sales-enablement&utm_content=wallet-omni&utm_term=quote-here

